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Oscar’s question is also something Charlie can’t figure out. 

He also didn’t understand why the Warriors Den invested so much energy in his grandmother’s family, 

even planting a bomb that was delayed for twenty years. 

If it is said that they are greedy for An family’s money, 

This reason is also difficult to hold, because the wealth of the Warriors Den should be much stronger 

than that of An family, and they control so many dead soldiers, 

Cavalry Guards, special envoys, and Commissioners. Even for the dark masters of the Warriors camp, 

making money is simply the easiest thing for them, and there is no need to keep an eye on An family. 

So this also means that they have other plans for An family. 

But what Charlie was most confused about was that he didn’t know what the intention was. 

Therefore, Charlie could only say to Oscar: “About the intention of the Warriors Den to An’s family, I 

actually didn’t understand it. It seems a little unreasonable to say that they are doing it for money; to 

say that they are angry at An’s family because of my parents.” 

“It doesn’t seem to be tenable, after all, if they solve the An family’s plan, they definitely don’t need to 

wait so long with their strength.” 

“You’re right.” Oscar sighed and said, “Perhaps, Warriors Den might want to get something special from 

An’s.” 

Charlie shook his head: “I can’t think of anything they would be interested in from An family. In fact, it is 

not surprising, and there are no warriors among the immediate family members of the An family, and it 

is impossible for them to have any exercises or elixir.” 

Oscar nodded in agreement and said: “I am afraid that this matter can only be broken. Only the higher-

ups of the organization will know.” 

Charlie asked curiously: “Uncle, what information did my dad disclose to you before the accident?” 

Oscar said: “In the email your father sent me before the accident, besides mentioning the Warriors Den, 

he also told me that my parents are most likely in the Warriors Den. As the existence of masters in the 

realm.” 

Charlie spat out two words: “Warriors Camp!” 

Oscar’s expression was even more horrified: “You also know about Warriors Camp?” 

Charlie said lightly: “Only eight-star warriors have the opportunity to join the Warriors Camp. As long as 

you join the Warriors camp, you will become a master of the dark realm within ten years, am I right?” 

“Yes…” Oscar nodded and looked at Charlie: “It seems that your understanding of the Warriors Den is 

almost the same as mine. The highest I know about the Warriors Den is Warriors Camp.” 



Charlie asked curiously: “Uncle, I’m curious, how do you know this? Did you get in touch with your 

parents?” 

Oscar said: “Yes, my parents are in the Warriors Den, and they are both in the Warriors camp!” 

Charlie had already vaguely guessed that this would be the case, so he couldn’t help sighing: 

“It seems that all warriors in the world can’t escape becoming masters of the dark realm The 

temptation…” 

After that, he asked Oscar: “Uncle, did my dad tell you?” 

Oscar nodded and said: “Your dad knew about the existence of Warriors Camp, he mentioned it in his 

email to me, someone saw a male martial artist named Feng and a female martial artist named Xu in it, 

and the two were husband and wife, which coincided with my parents’ surnames, so he speculated that 

these two should be my parents.” 

Speaking, Oscar said again: “It is precisely because of this that I decided to change my career to be a 

host.” 

“I hope that my parents would pay attention to me one day, and then get in touch with me.” 

Charlie hurriedly asked: “You succeeded. Did you?” 

“I was successful.” Oscar nodded and said, “I established contact with my parents almost ten years ago.” 

Charlie said with a look of shock: “The internal structure of the Warriors Den is extremely strict,” 

“The management is also extremely strict, how did you get in touch with your parents?” 

Oscar smiled slightly and explained: “I have to brag about myself when I say this. When I was young, I 

had a very high IQ, and I was considered extremely smart among my peers.” 

“I once played a game with my dad. We used to use different makeup a code according to the rules,” 

“And then hide the code in a certain text, and then give it to the other party to decipher;” 

“At the beginning, my father always let me make the rules very simple, such as using acrostic poems at 

the beginning mode,” 

“The first word of each sentence is used as the hidden content, and the password of this mode is 1;” 

“If the second word of each sentence is used as the hidden content, then the password of this mode is 

2;” 

“But this kind of difficulty basically means nothing to me, so he gradually upgraded his password from 

1212 to 1234 or 4321;” 

“Word, the second word of the second sentence, the third word of the third sentence, and the fourth 

word of the fourth sentence, because the password only has four digits,” 



“So starting from the fifth sentence, it is necessary to use as the first sentence of the next cycle, and 

then repeat 1234 until all the hidden words are found out and pieced together into words that I want to 

tell the other party;” 

“I guessed it, so I upgraded it to my birthday, May 13th, so the password became 513, but even so, my 

dad could still guess it after spending some time;” 

“So, I realize that if you use your own birthday or the birthdays of your loved ones as a password, it is 

actually easy to be cracked by others; 

“So, I thought of a new encryption method, which is to use my birthday and add 1234 as a password;” 

“I was born on May 13, so the basic password was 0513. Add 1234 to these four numbers, and it 

becomes 1747.” 

“Therefore, 1747 is the password to crack my text. Later, my father can’t decipher it. I told him how to 

upgrade my password.” 

Speaking of this, Oscar said again: “Ten years ago, blogging was popular at that time, and I was a 

celebrity, so the number of views of my blog was also very high,” 

“So I often published some articles and essays on the blog, but every time in this article, the password of 

1747 will be used to add the ten words ‘I miss you very much, please contact me’.” 

“I believe that except for my father, no one else in this world can understand it.” 

Charlie couldn’t help giving a thumbs up: “You and your father have a secret way of communicating, and 

you are a household name if your father is still alive and has the opportunity to browse the Internet,” 

“He will definitely pay attention to your movements, so he will definitely see your blog, and naturally 

will also be able to see the content you left, this method is indeed very clever!” 

Oscar smiled modestly: “It doesn’t matter if you are high or not, the most important thing is to be 

useful.” 

Then, Oscar said again: “Ten years ago, on May 13th, which was my birthday, I received a private 

message from a stranger. The content of the private message was very ordinary.” 

“I like the text of my blog, I think you are a very talented person, and I hope you can continue to work 

hard;” 

“I receive dozens or even hundreds of private letters like this almost every day,” 

“But the difference of this private letter is that if put the password of 1747 into it, and you can get just 

six words: We miss you very much, too.” 
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At this moment, Charlie couldn’t help feeling a little excited. 

He asked Oscar: “How did your parents bypass the monitoring of the Warriors Den and contacted you?” 



Oscar explained: “According to my father, when he was in Warriors Camp, although his aptitude was 

only the worst, but he Because of his ability to behave in the world, he won the trust of the head of 

Warriors Camp,” 

“And he and my mother gave birth to a son and a daughter during these ten years in Warriors Camp, so 

in the eyes of Warriors Den, the overall stability is even stronger. It was much stronger;” 

“Later, the Warriors Den sent them to Saudi Arabia in the Middle East. On the surface, they were a 

couple who ran a Chinese restaurant in Saudi Arabia.” 

“Once the secret whistle of the royal family and other forces is clear, there will be orders, and they must 

execute them immediately.” 

Charlie exclaimed: “Can you still have children in Warriors Camp?” 

“Yes!” Oscar nodded, and said: “My father figured it out by himself, which could paralyze the high-level 

members of the Warriors Den. No one has a child in the Warriors camp. My parents are the first couple 

in history.” 

“My father thinks that as long as there is a child in the Warriors camp, he can prove it with practical 

actions. The relationship between him and my mother is very deep,” 

“And they are each other’s fetters and weaknesses. Their willingness to have children under the control 

of the Warriors Den can also prove that they have enough recognition for the Warriors Den itself,” 

“And that after the birth of the child, in the eyes of the Warriors Den, they are equal to the protons of 

ancient times, so the Warriors Den will trust them more.” 

After speaking, Oscar said again: “It is precisely because of this that my parents can have the 

opportunity to be sent abroad. And those who can really be sent abroad are those who are deeply 

trusted by the Warriors Den because the Warriors Den will give them maximum freedom in order not to 

reveal their identities.” 

Charlie suddenly realized, and sighed: “So, my third aunt should also be deeply trusted by the Warriors 

Den.” 

Oscar nodded and said: “Perhaps it was cultivated by Warriors Den since childhood. My two younger 

brother and sister who have never met have been isolated and cultivated by Warriors Den.” 

Charlie asked: “What is isolated training?” 

He explained: “It is to isolate the children from their parents, the parents are dispatched abroad, and the 

children stay in the Warriors Den to train them to adulthood,” 

“But the Warriors Den may also send the children to the secular world early to pack their identities in 

case they are needed.” 

Speaking of this, Oscar asked Charlie: “You said your third aunt was from the Warriors Den, how did she 

and your third uncle meet?” 

“College classmates.” Charlie said: “It seems to be my third uncle’s school girl.” 



Oscar nodded, and said: “It is very likely that in order to get rid of your third uncle, the Den arranged 

more than a dozen girls of different identities, different backgrounds, and even different races around 

your third uncle at the same time. They can do this kind of thing.” 

Charlie was slightly taken aback but soon returned to normal. 

At a first, glance, what Oscar said might sound like mobilizing the crowd, but in fact, this is the surest 

way. 

At that time, there was only third uncle in the An family who was still unmarried. If the Warriors Den 

wanted to plant a bomb inside the An family, the third uncle was the best breakthrough point and the 

only chance. 

If only the third aunt was sent, in case she failed, this line would not be able to advance. 

The best way is to arrange a lot of girls of all kinds, and they are all very good and innocent women so 

that these women will appear next to the third uncle one after another. 

As long as one of them succeeds, the task would be successfully completed. 

Charlie was amazed at how clever he was, and asked Oscar: “Uncle Feng, are your parents still in Saudi 

Arabia?” 

“Yes.” Oscar nodded: “They have always been there, and they have always been excellent. Complete the 

task that will be given to them, so they have always been trusted.” 

As he said that, Oscar said again: “And my father didn’t think about leaving the Warriors Den. He just 

saw my news and wanted to get in touch with me.” 

“Apart from that, he didn’t do anything to apologize to the Warriors Den. Things, so it has always been 

safe.” 

Charlie asked him: “Your father doesn’t want to leave the Warriors Den, is he a diehard loyalist of the 

Warriors Den, or is he forced by the poison of the Warriors Den?” 

Oscar said: “The main reason is Poison and my younger brother and sister, there is still no solution to 

poison. As long as they leave the Warriors Den and do not get the supply of antidote, they will definitely 

die within half a month.” 

“Moreover, according to the usual routine of the Warriors Den, my parents for betraying the Warriors 

Den, my younger brother and sister will definitely be executed by the Warriors Den immediately,” 

“So even if they want to leave the Warriors Den, they have no way to do so.” 

Charlie nodded and asked: “Then you and your parents? In the past ten years, have you met?” 

“No.” Oscar said: “I once offered to take the opportunity of a business trip to meet them in Saudi Arabia, 

and I could even pretend to be a diner in their restaurant and have a silent meal.” 

“I left, but my father didn’t agree. He said that although he didn’t do anything to be sorry for the 

organization, once he was caught, he would know that he had disclosed information about it.” 



“He and my mother, as well as my Brother and sister, will also be executed as a warning to others, so in 

the past ten years, we can only communicate through my blog.” 

Charlie wanted to tell Oscar that he had the antidote to break the toxin, But after thinking about it, even 

if his parents could cure the poison, 

His younger siblings are still under the control of the Warriors Den. In this way, it is still a dream to 

instigate his parents. 

As long as his parents have no plans to leave the Organization for the time being, in this case, it would 

be unnecessary to detoxify them, and it is very likely that they will expose themselves. 

So, he said to Oscar: “Uncle, if your parents decide to leave the Warriors Den one day, you can contact 

me.” 

Oscar nodded, but said with a wry smile: “I don’t think it’s possible, leave Warriors Den will not only kill 

them but also my younger brother and sister.” 

“Yes.” Charlie agreed: “This is the way the Warriors Den controls its members. Most people should not 

be able to escape,” 

“But there may be exceptions to everything. If they want to leave, I may not be able to help your 

younger siblings, but they can help them.” 

Oscar was slightly startled, he wanted to ask why Charlie was sure that he could help his parents, but 

after thinking about it carefully, 

It was not suitable for him to ask about such things, so he directed cupped his fists and said, “I’ve made 

a note of it, thank you!” 

Charlie asked again: “Your parents, did they tell you anything about Warriors Den?” 

Oscar thought for a while, then suddenly spoke: “By the way, he told me a few days ago that there is a 

chance for the family of four to break away from the meeting and regain their freedom.” 

Charlie frowned and asked, “What chance?” 

Oscar said: “It seems to be a clue to find a girl. Whether it’s a dead soldier, a knight guard, or a dark 

master from the Warriors camp, as long as you find that girl, the whole family can be freed.” 

Charlie heard this and instantly thought of Maria who was accidentally rescued in Northern Europe. 

He immediately asked: “What girl? Are there any clues?” 

Oscar said: “My father didn’t make it very clear. He only said that the girl was the one named by the 

Lord of the Warriors Den. If you catch her, you can get her The first merit in the organization…” 

Speaking of this, Oscar said again: “Oh, by the way, my father also said that the girl has a ring, and 

whoever can find that ring can also receive the first merit.” 

Charlie deliberately asked him: “You can’t even catch a girl?” 



Oscar said truthfully, “My father said that some time ago someone almost caught her in Northern 

Europe, but she escaped…” 
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At this time, Charlie subconsciously touched his trouser pocket. 

The ring that Maria gave him, he still hasn’t figured out what was the use of it, 

But he always wears this ring close to his body, for fear that it will be lost in any accident or by 

negligence. 

The reason why Charlie values this thing so much is not how precious it is, 

But because he has invested too much spiritual energy in it. 

If the spiritual energy is converted into labor force, 

It is almost equivalent to three years of hard work for this thing, 

And then it is still used by it. It didn’t pay any wages in arrears. 

Therefore, he naturally couldn’t let this thing get out of his control. 

Charlie breathed a sigh of relief after confirming that, 

The ring was still there in his trouser pocket, 

But he couldn’t help thinking of the girl named Maria in his heart. 

He couldn’t figure out what was so special about this ring, 

And that girl that the Lord of the Warriors Den could pay so much attention to it. 

He couldn’t help regretting that he didn’t ask Maria carefully in Northern Europe. 

At that time, he had already given her a psychological hint with spiritual energy, 

And he should take her to a safe place first, and then give her a thorough question. 

Now, he does not know where she has gone, 

And trying to solve this question right now would be as difficult as climbing the sky. 

Oscar didn’t know that the ring that Warriors Den had racked its brains up and down to get was now in 

Charlie’s jeans pocket. 

In his eyes, Charlie is the son of an old friend, and both parents died, 

So naturally, he has a more caring attitude, so he said to him: 

“Charlie, I have received news that there was a big problem in Warriors Den recently.” 

“You have had friction with Warriors Den, and Warriors Den will definitely try its best to find you out,” 

“So you must be low-key, low-key, and low-key,” Charlie asked curiously: 



“Uncle, what is Warriors Den going to do in the near future? Know about any big move?” 

Oscar said: “I don’t know the details, but my father told me that the four Earls of the Warriors Den have 

come out one after another.” 

“The strength has already surpassed that of warriors,” 

“And they can take the head of an enemy general among thousands of armies.” 

“If anyone is targeted by them, it may be a disaster!” 

“Take the head of an enemy general among thousands of armies?” 

Charlie repeated in a low voice, frowning. In one sentence, he thought to himself: 

“These four earls must be as proficient in the aura as I am. If they only focus on me,” 

“I still have the confidence to fight against them,” 

“But if they focus on the people around me, I’m afraid I will be at a loss. …” 

So, he asked him: “Uncle, did the four earls come out from the Warriors Den to find that girl and that 

ring?” 

Oscar said: “It should be, my father didn’t even know exactly, his level is far behind these people.” 

Charlie nodded, and said: “Please, Uncle, don’t mention my matter to your father, so as not to leak the 

news.” 

Oscar said without hesitation: “Don’t worry, I will keep your affairs absolutely confidential, but you 

should be more careful during this time.” 

“Okay!” Charlie cupped his hands: “Thank you, Uncle!” 

Oscar smiled slightly: “Your father is was like my big brother,” 

“You don’t have to be polite to me,” 

“If you need my help with anything in the future, just contact me.” 

Then, he took out a business card and handed it to Charlie. 

Charlie accepted the business card with both hands, and said, 

“Thank you, Uncle!” 

Oscar waved his hand with a smile, then looked at the time, and said, 

“Charlie, it’s getting late, I have to hurry back to Eastcliff.” 

“And if there is any new news in the future, I will definitely let you know as soon as possible.” 

Charlie bowed slightly and said, “Thank you, Uncle Feng, if there is anything wrong with me, and will 

communicate with you as soon as possible.” 



Oscar nodded and said seriously: “If you have time to come to Eastcliff, you must contact me.” 

“Okay!” 

After the conversation with Oscar was over, Charlie ordered the helicopter parked at the hotel at the 

foot of the mountain to fly back to the courtyard of the villa to land and watched Oscar take the 

opportunity to leave. 

After the helicopter disappeared on the other side of the mountain, he sighed and turned back to the 

villa with Ruoli. 

Charlie went back to the basement without saying a word, and Ruoli followed him silently. 

It wasn’t until she returned to the basement that she asked Charlie: 

“Mr. Wade, what Uncle said just now, what will Warriors Den send? The four Earls, are they very 

powerful?” 

Charlie shook his head, and said truthfully: “I don’t know what kind of strength these people have,” 

“But since the Warriors Camp is already a master of the dark realm, then these four will be the 

confidants of the Lord and must be much stronger than the masters of the dark realm.” 
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Ruoli said with a horrified expression: “The masters of the dark realm are already very rare top-level 

masters, and they are much stronger than the masters of the dark realm.” 

“Are there warriors in the transformation Realm or Grand Master Realm? Are there really warriors in 

these two realms?” 

Charlie said seriously: “There are people beyond people, and there is heaven beyond the sky. The 

strength of these four people may be stronger than the so-called master realm warriors.” 

Charlie guessed that the so-called four Earls must be masters with the same aura as himself. 

A person with an aura is naturally much stronger than a martial artist. 

Moreover, maybe the strength will even be above him. 

What’s more, Charlie can’t figure out the real purpose of the coming of these four earls. They may be 

looking for Maria and the ring that Maria gave him, 

Or they may be looking for the ring that was misplaced twice in the United States and Northern Europe. 

Thinking of this, Charlie couldn’t help feeling a little worried. 

If one of the earls from the Warriors Den came to him, then he was confident that he could deal with it, 

but if the two earls appeared in front of him together, he himself is afraid that he would have no chance 

of winning. 

He thought: “Moreover since I am sitting in Aurous Hill if someone who is short-sighted comes to my 

door, I am sure to deal with it,” 



“But if a certain earl who broke the Warriors Den finds the Cataclysmic Front, or finds the base of the 

dead in Cyprus,” 

“Whether it is Joseph nor his master who have any chance of winning. 

Maybe, the two of them will be beheaded by others directly! 

Moreover, Charlie knew very well that the group of cavalry guards who arrested Maria were sent from 

the base of dead soldiers in Cyprus. 

From the beginning of Maria’s attack to investigate backward, one is to investigate forward along the 

clues of Maria’s attack. 

Looking back, it is natural to check where Maria went and where he went. 

Going forward, it is natural to find out where these brave cavalry guards came from, who they met along 

the way, and what they did. 

If they only search backward, Charlie is not afraid at all, because he has already covered up all the clues 

related to himself with the help of Helena, and it is impossible for them to find him; but once they start 

to search forward, then their first goal must be the dead base in Cyprus! 

And if they just sent special envoys like Reverend, Charlie wasn’t worried that they would notice 

anything unusual. 

However, once one of the four earls went to Cyprus, he might find that everyone in the entire Cyprus 

base had been detoxified, and then immediately discovered the problem! 

Therefore, the most urgent task now is to find a way to save the lives of those guards and dead men in 

Cyprus. 

Once they are exposed, they will surely die, and even the Cataclysmic Front cannot protect them! 

As soon as he thought of this, he immediately began to think about the countermeasures. 

He felt that although mastering aura would improve his strength qualitatively, it was not to the point of 

being invincible and indestructible, so the four Earls were not truly invincible. 

Moreover, Charlie firmly believes that in terms of lethality, no matter how powerful a master is, he can’t 

match modern hot weapons. 

Martial arts masters can block ordinary bullets, but absolutely can’t block artillery shells, while 

conventional missiles or rockets can defy everything within a killing range of hundreds or even 

thousands of meters. Once sent over, it is guaranteed to be reduced to ashes. 

Therefore, as long as the method is appropriate, ordinary people may not be unable to fight against it. 

So, he took out his mobile phone and called Joseph in Syria. 

When the phone was connected, Joseph respectfully said, “Mr. Wade, what instructions do you have?” 

Charlie asked him, “Joseph, can you get the best life detection system, including but not limited to 

military-grade life detection systems? Radar, infrared, and thermal imaging equipment?” 



Joseph said: “Mr. Wade, infrared detection equipment and thermal imaging equipment are standard 

equipment for the special soldiers of Cataclysmic Front. As for the life detection system, this is relatively 

general. I don’t quite understand your general needs.” 

Charlie explained: “I don’t know much about military affairs either, but I want you to help me realize a 

function.” 

Joseph immediately said: “Mr. Write it down first.” 

Charlie said: “First of all, I need to have a kind of equipment that can cover the entire base of your store, 

or cover the copper mine we won in Cyprus. This equipment can work 24 hours a day. The detection of 

living bodies within the entire coverage area, that is to say,” 

“I don’t care what principle it uses, whether it’s infrared, thermal imaging, or other life detection logic, 

what I need is that once there is a stranger entering the policy range, it can respond immediately and 

mark the other party’s location in real-time!” 

Joseph said: “Mr. Wade, I don’t know if there is such a complete solution at present. But I can find a way 

to find out.” 

Charlie hummed, and said again: “My second request is that you must find a way to get me some close-

in anti-aircraft guns, and combine these close-in anti-aircraft guns with the system I just mentioned and 

once you find a stranger sneaking in,” 

“You will use a close-in anti-aircraft gun to lock him tightly. Once he has a problem, you will chase him to 

death! It should be like a close-in anti-aircraft defense against missiles. A hundred rounds of shells can 

achieve all-around firepower coverage!” 

Joseph exclaimed: “Mr. Wade… this subordinate dares to remind you… a close-in anti-aircraft gun is not 

a machine gun…it is a machine gun, and it is a shooting gun. The extremely high-speed machine gun, you 

can understand it as a super-sized Gatling machine gun that is dozens or even hundreds of times more 

powerful.” 

“It is a big killer used on warships to fight missiles or to fight fighter jets on land. If you use this thing to 

hit people, it will blow people up in one shot, won’t it be too bad for you?” 

Charlie said seriously: “No! I have a fear of insufficient firepower! So I must stay in the firepower. Give 

me plenty of wealth! Even if a single shot from a close-in anti-aircraft gun can blow a person to pieces, 

you still have to shoot hundreds or even thousands of shells in one breath!” 

“Remember one thing, as long as our target is attacked by this system After the greeting, if there is still a 

fragment weighing more than 50 grams, that is your negligence!” 

Charlie once witnessed how martial arts masters were slaughtered by modern weapons in New York, 

regardless of how powerful these masters are, But when the bullets came in densely like raindrops, they 

couldn’t resist for a few seconds at all. 

Therefore, if the defensive weapon is replaced with a close-in anti-aircraft gun, even a person stronger 

than himself will surely die by then! 



Moreover, Charlie himself knows very well that if he needs to assassinate a certain martial arts master, 

he can also hide his breath and not be noticed by any martial arts master,” 

“But that is only limited to hiding the senses of the martial arts master. Using high-tech equipment as a 

warning, can’t hide from technology. 

Just like a thermal imaging system, as long as it is a thing that emits heat, no matter whether it is a 

person or an object, it cannot escape its detection. 

If you hide in a sufficiently thick bunker, there is a chance not to be discovered, but once you want to 

sneak in. It is impossible to wrap the bunker around the body, even if it is a master of aura, it will 

definitely be discovered. 

Therefore, Charlie intends to let Joseph prepares a set of such big killers in Syria and Cyprus, and if there 

is a count who is not good at looking for it, he can blow it up to ashes! 

Joseph didn’t know who Charlie was going to deal with, but after hearing what Charlie said, he knew 

that there must be a hidden enemy, so he quickly asked him: “Mr. Wade, is something wrong?” 

Charlie didn’t hide it from him, opened his mouth and said: “I heard the news through a special channel. 

The top four masters of the Warriors Den have all come out now.” 

“They may not be inferior to me in strength, although I don’t know what they are. Will they come to us, 

but there is nothing wrong with being prepared in advance.” 

Joseph thought for a while and replied: “Master It is not the most advanced close-in defense gun in the 

world today, but many ak-630 and 30mm close-in defense guns from the former Soviet Union have 

flowed into the international arms market.” 

“Although the price is extremely high, with the current capital reserves of Cataclysmic Front, buying It’s 

easy to return a few sets, and it’s not a big problem to install them in the base in Syria, but Cyprus will 

be very troublesome.” 

“After all, it is a sovereign country. Once we use this kind of equipment in Cyprus, I’m afraid the Cyprus 

government will immediately intervene. I’m afraid there will be some troubles at that time.” 

Charlie said: “You don’t have to think about it, because this defense system is our last line of defense, 

once a top expert really attacks, if we don’t fight back, everyone in the copper mine will die.” 

“There is only one dead end, and no one can escape! Therefore, once the opponent finds us, we must 

first shoot and kill the opponent’s masters,” 

“And then blow up the copper mine in Cyprus, and everyone withdraws to Syria overnight. As a result, 

not only will Warriors Den lose a general, but it will also cut off all clues, making them unable to attack!” 
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Charlie is not afraid of the four earls of Warriors Den. If you don’t reach the place, you will suddenly be 

attacked by these people one day. 

Especially Cyprus. 



The fate of those dead soldiers, those brave cavalry guards, and their families and children could be 

extremely tragic. 

If the four earls find out that they are abnormal, they will surely suffer disaster. 

Therefore, Charlie needs Joseph to make complete preparations in advance, especially in Cyprus. 

If the opponent resumes Maria’s line, Cyprus must be the destination that the opponent will never 

spare. 

According to Charlie’s idea, Joseph must hurry up and equip Cyprus with near-defense guns. 

Once the opponent comes to the door, he will immediately use a saturated attack to blow him into 

ashes, and then immediately activate the one he set before. “Nest overturning plan”. 

The so-called overturning plan is to evacuate all personnel in the entire copper mine in an orderly 

manner and then completely blow up the mine. 

Since the copper mine is right next to the coastline, the best option for people to evacuate is to 

evacuate to the vast sea. 

In this world, whether it is by land or by air, it is difficult to cover up one’s traces, and the vast sea is the 

best choice to wash away all traces. 

Even a 100,000-ton freighter is nothing more than a drop in the ocean in the vast ocean, and the tides 

that keep going day and night will not leave any evidence for the enemy to explore. 

You know, 29% of the world’s area is land, and the remaining 71% is oceans. Moreover, two-thirds of 

the oceans are public seas that do not belong to any country. 

Therefore, after a ship goes out to sea, as long as it does not want people to find it, no one will be able 

to find it. 

In addition, ocean transportation accounts for more than two-thirds of the world’s international freight. 

There are more than 40 million containers drifting on shipping routes around the world. 

Charlie only needs to take out 40 of the containers, and get all the people in the mine packed it up, 

Combined with the resources of ISU Shipping, he could transport these forty containers to any port in 

the world, pull them out from the Mediterranean Sea, 

Turn around on the Eurasian route, and finally return and transport back to the Mediterranean, and 

then docked in Syria. Even if the Warriors Den moved all the effort out, there is no way to find out why. 

Therefore, as long as the plan to overthrow the nest can be perfectly implemented, it will be difficult to 

find any substantive clues. 

At that time, the Lord whose Warriors Den will definitely face the greatest test in his life. 

An earl disappeared, and the entire base of the dead soldiers also disappeared, and no matter how he 

investigated, he couldn’t find out why. 



This will definitely make him extremely suspicious of life, and in the next few months, he won’t be able 

to sleep well. 

So, thinking of this, Charlie suddenly looked forward to the plan to overthrow the nest. 

Whether it was in New York or Northern Europe, it was only a small blow to the Warriors Den, 

But once the plan to overthrow the nest is implemented, for the Warriors Den, it would be like being 

shot secretly in the dark forest. 

Not only can it cause serious harm to them, but it can also scare them to death! 

At this time, Joseph also understood Charlie’s plan, so he immediately said: “Don’t worry, Mr. Wade, the 

subordinates will immediately find a way to purchase near-anti-aircraft guns, then dismantle them and 

transport them to the copper mine, and then assemble them.” 

Charlie immediately found the key point from his words, and blurted out: 

“Joseph, the only possible clue to the whole plan is the close-in defense gun! Even if we can destroy the 

entire copper mine, It is also impossible to let the clues related to several anti-aircraft guns evaporate.” 

“Once the anti-aircraft guns are fired, we must retreat quickly. I am afraid that there is not enough time 

to withdraw the anti-aircraft guns.” 

“Moreover, even if we have time to withdraw the anti-aircraft guns It’s useless, hundreds of shells are 

fired in a second, and it is impossible to clean up the fragments of those shells,” 

“So if the Warriors Den will check later, they will definitely find out that their earls died from a close-in 

defense gun, and then they will go into the global arms trading market, if they look for clues related to 

the near-anti-aircraft transaction, they may be able to find the Cataclysmic Front!” 

Joseph couldn’t help smacking his lips and said: “Mr. Wade, what you said is very reasonable. We don’t 

have such things as close-in anti-aircraft guns. As far as I know, Commander Hamid doesn’t have such a 

powerful weapon, so apart from There is no other way to go to the arms market to buy; “ 

“And this kind of thing is usually only sold by Russians or arms dealers in the former Soviet member 

states in Eastern Europe.” 

“We have to inquire layer by layer, so we want to steal a few it is unrealistic to buy or grab a few units, 

and it is unrealistic to kill them after buying them.” 

“Once there is a fish that slips through the net, the whole thing will be exposed. By then, the near-anti-

aircraft guns may not be installed, and we have already been killed by global arms dealers…” 

Charlie frowned, thinking for a long time, suddenly thought of a way, and blurted out: “There is a way!” 

Joseph hurriedly asked: “Mr. Wade, what good way do you have?” 

Charlie said: “You find a few American members from the Cataclysmic Front, and after making them 

disguise, let them becomes a member of the Blackwater Company to find the seller of the near-anti-

aircraft gun.” 



“Once they find it, use the Blackwater Company’s name and make a private transaction with them, they 

say that this batch of equipment is to be transported to the Middle East to help the United States in the 

war, which is more sensitive, and then traded in a low-key manner.” 

Joseph blurted out: “Good way! Put the blame on Blackwater and let Den go The investigation at 

Blackwater can not only divert their attention but also bring a lot of trouble! Dmn, we, Cataclysmic Front 

and Blackwater have always been against each other.” 

“It’s a stumbling block for us, and our hands are very dirty. Although we are not honorable doing this, it 

is also an excellent opportunity to weaken them!” 

Charlie asked him: “Does Cataclysmic Front have gold reserves?” 

“Yes.” Joseph said without hesitation: “We have about one and a half tons of gold reserves, which 

should be around one billion dollars. 

“Go ahead, give them 10% more, but you must not use cash!” 

“Okay!” Joseph immediately said, “Don’t worry, Mr. Wade, your subordinates understand! At that time, 

all transactions will be in gold, and I will Let someone remelt the gold in advance, and when the time 

comes to start from the gold, there will be absolutely no clues.” 

Charlie said: “Since you want to play, you must do a full set. You first find a way to investigate how many 

men Blackwater has in the Middle East, and then find a way to quietly catch two or three of them, and 

then hide these two or three people.” 

“You then select the subordinates who are most similar to them in stature and age from the Cataclysmic 

Front, make them look like the people from the Blackwater Company, take their IDs, and pretend to be 

their identities to go to Eastern Europe to discuss business!” 

Joseph said without hesitation: “Mr. Wade, what you said is simple! Blackwater also has a lot of 

mercenaries in Syria!” 

Charlie immediately said: “Okay! There is no need to delay, you can do this today! Then implement the 

near-anti-aircraft as soon as possible.” 

“After the near-anti-aircraft is bought, then choose two to three commanding heights that cover each 

other in the copper mine. On the selected commanding heights, build a glass room with one-way glass,” 

“And place the near-anti-aircraft guns in the glass room to ensure that they are always in a state of 

combat readiness. Once the near-anti-aircraft guns have locked Enemy, just fire through the glass!” 

Charlie muttered to himself: “The shells of the near-anti-aircraft guns are on the black market.” 

“I’m afraid they cost a thousand dollars a round. Prepare three guns, If the door cannon fires one 

hundred rounds per second, it’s only 300,000 U.S. dollars per second, it doesn’t matter! When the time 

comes, beat them to death!” 

Chapter 5386 



Hearing Charlie’s instructions, Joseph said without hesitation: “Mr. Wade Make the layout first, and 

when the time comes, the subordinate will personally go to the copper mine to sit in charge and make 

sure that he does not come back!” 

“Okay!” Charlie said, “By the way, Joseph, I have one more thing, since the plan to overthrow the nest is 

already on the line. , then I suggest that it is better to start the evacuation of personnel in advance.” 

Then, Charlie said: “Once the other party suspects that there is a problem with this base, or wants to 

come to this base to find clues, they will only use the ground as an entry point, and we will not follow 

him. Acting, he will be fired the first time to kill him, 

so there is no need for the underground dead men and their families to stay underground; All their 

family members evacuated to the boat so that the guards on the ground and their family members are 

also ready to evacuate at any time, just like the earthquake drill, first arrange the details of the 

evacuation 

; The number of people, who are responsible for the transfer of important materials, and who are 

responsible for the final full-scale blasting, everyone should divide the work in advance, which can also 

reduce the transfer pressure at the beginning of the nest cover plan. Remove the near-defense gun and 

take it away, after all, you also need to use it in your Syrian base.” 

“No problem!” Joseph immediately said: “First, we need to tie up the people from Blackwater, and then 

go to the copper mine, followed by Master, make a good plan and let him start preparations 

immediately!” 

Charlie warned: “By the way, don’t kidnap someone from Syria, after all, you are in Syria now, if you 

really kidnap someone, you might be suspicious.” 

Joseph blurted out: “Then I will go to Iraq. I try it from Iraq and quietly bring them back to Syria. .” 

Charlie smiled and said: “Okay! Let’s do it like this!” 

… 

At this moment. 

The suburbs of Bergen, Nordic. 

The farm where Maria lived at the beginning has been tightly sealed off by the police. 

On the farm, the wooden structure of the villa has been burned down to only one frame, but even so, 

there are still multiple police cordons around it. 

In the beginning, the police found many charred bodies here, and most of them died from gunshot 

wounds. This was listed as a rare major criminal case in recent years, and the police have been racking 

their brains to investigate, but No clues have been found. 

Right now, all the corpses at the scene have been taken away for disposal, and useful physical evidence 

and clues have also been extracted. What is left is only the ruins where people died. 



A vintage Porsche 911 with the top of the roof whizzed down the country road and pulled to the side of 

the road where the farm ruins were. 

The driver was a middle-aged Asian man who looked to be in his thirties, and the passenger sitting in the 

co-pilot was a charming beauty who looked to be in her thirties. 

After the car stopped, the man who drove the car looked at the burnt wreckage, sighed, and said 

helplessly, “The Lord is too hot-tempered.” 

“If it wasn’t for the old man who insisted on blowing up the scout who came to the scene to investigate, 

this place would have been destroyed.” 

“Who knew it will not be burned like this, it is almost burned to ashes, what clues can we find…” 

The beauty on the co-pilot curled her lips: “You have served the Lord for so many years, and you still 

don’t know the old man’s temper? Maria left those eight words, not only to mock him but also to tell 

him that the ring is no longer on her body.” 

“This is what makes the Lord the angriest! What the Lord wants most is that ring, Maria lost it, which 

means that even if Maria is found, she may not be able to find that ring!” 

“Hey…” The man looked depressed: “There are no clues at the scene, and the whereabouts of the ring 

are unknown. I really don’t want to come out and take this muddy water. Can I retreat and practice if I 

have time? The mastery has improved to a higher level, if you don’t work hard, you will be thrown 

further and further away by him!” 

The beauty said lightly: “I don’t want to come either, it’s better to let Uncle Victor check it out by 

himself, I don’t bother to grab the first prize …” 

After finishing speaking, she said helplessly, “But who told Victor to go to China… The Lord recently felt 

that Maria may not really be in China, maybe in the Far East of Russia, or near the Arctic Circle in North 

America, That’s why you and I were asked to come to Northern Europe to trace the origin, which is to 

check and fill in the gaps for Victor.” 

The man stretched his waist and sighed: “You are smart, people said that he went to New York to 

investigate the last attack. The failure of settling down must have been to go to the Flower World in 

New York to relax, and the two of us will have to do some investigation.” 

He pointed to the ashes of the ruins and said dissatisfiedly: “Check it out, check it out, check it up, it’s all 

like this, what else is there to check.” 

The woman hugged her shoulders and said, “Since the Lord has spoken, you and I must pay attention.” 

As she spoke, sighing, she said again: “How about this, Uncle Jarvis, there are two ways now, either, find 

out how Maria got away from Northern Europe, or find out how the cavalry guards we sent disappeared 

in Northern Europe, In these two directions, we will be one for each of us, and I will let you choose first.” 

The man in the driver’s seat is Uncle Jarvis, one of the four Earls of the Warriors Den. 

Jarvis touched the steering wheel, smacked his lips, and said, “Ladies first, you should choose first!” 



The woman in the co-pilot is Jeremiah among them four Earls, Jeremiah Yun. 

Although Jeremiah is a girl, her strength is very strong, and in the early years she fought for the Lord, 

and she is the only woman among the four counts. 

Because of this, in addition to the Lord, the Warriors Den now has four Earls. 

Jarvis nodded, and said with a smile: “Come on, Jeremiah, there are two directions, you choose one 

first.” 

Jeremiah thought for a while, and said: “Let me check the line of the cavalry guards, Maria is too 

cunning, I might not be as smart as her.” 

Jarvis was a little disappointed in his heart, but he still nodded and said, “Okay, then I will choose 

Maria.” 

In fact, Jarvis is more inclined to choose the route of Cavalry, After all, this line is still relatively fast. 

If you can’t find any clues about the missing knight guards in Northern Europe, you can go to Cyprus to 

try your luck. 

However, for Maria’s line, there is really nothing to rush. 

Maria has vanished from the world here, and she may have gone to any place in the world. It is really 

difficult to find this clue. 

And the reason why he let Jeremiah choose first was that he had always had some thoughts about 

Jeremiah, 

And wanted to be happy with her as a partner in double cultivation. For a powerful woman like 

Jeremiah, it’s still a good deal. 

Because of this, even though he didn’t want to choose Maria’s line, seeing that Jeremiah chose the 

other one first, he had no choice but to accept it. 

At this time, Jeremiah suddenly sighed, and said, “Forget it, let’s leave the line of Cavalry to Uncle 

Jarvis.” 

“I’ll go and investigate Maria.” Jarvis asked in surprise, “Why did you change your mind?” 

“Maria’s line is the most difficult to check!” 

Jeremiah chuckled, and said casually: “It’s not easy to check, and there are no clues to base it on, but 

because of this,” 

“I can go wherever I want It’s good to try your luck and travel while trying your luck.” 

Jarvis was overjoyed, and immediately gave a thumbs up, and praised: 

“Great! Jeremiah, you are really Great! Then since In this way, Cavalry’s line, let’s go down and check!” 

Chapter 5389 

Hearing Charlie’s voice, Mateo’s nervous body froze. 



After seeing Charlie stepping in, he immediately went forward, 

Plopped his knees and knelt down at a distance of two or three meters from Charlie, 

And then said gratefully: “Subordinate Mateo, thanks Master Wade for your support and grace!” 

After receiving the elixir from Charlie, 

Mateo successfully entered the Bright Realm realm after a short period of retreat. 

So, seeing Charlie again, he was as grateful as seeing a savior. 

Mateo’s kneeling really attracted many patients who were seeing the doctor. 

They didn’t know why the old man knelt down to a young man, so they all looked sideways. 

Charlie shook his head helplessly, took a step forward, 

Stretched out his hand to help him up, and said in a low voice: 

“From now on, in front of outsiders, don’t call me Master Wade,” 

“And don’t give me such a big gift.” 

Mateo thought Charlie was doing it to be polite to him and quickly said: 

“Master Wade, you have the grace of rebuilding your subordinates.” 

“Isn’t it natural for your subordinates to respect you?” 

Charlie said with a straight face: “Then you wait until there are no outsiders.” 

“It’s not too late to show respect, you can do as much as you want when the time comes,” 

“And I will never stop you!” 

Mateo had no choice but to nod and said: 

“Okay, Master Wade, your subordinates obey…” 

Charlie hummed with displeasure, Then he said: 

“Okay, I don’t think you will get in the way here,” 

“Now go come with me, I have something to communicate with you.” 

Mateo nodded quickly and said: “No problem, Master Wade, all subordinates follow your orders!” 

Charlie hummed, and then said to Tianqi and Zhovia: 

“Dr. Tianqi, Zhovia, I have something to do with Milo out, I will visit another day.” 

Zhovia didn’t expect that Charlie would leave just after he arrived, 

So she stood up subconsciously, and said with a face full of reluctance: 

“Master Wade, you just came and are leaving?” 



Charlie nodded and said, “I’ll take Milo out for a while, I’ll come to see you and Doctor Shi some other 

day.” 

Zhovia said helplessly, “Okay, then I’ll take you out!” 

After Charlie and Milo bid farewell to Zhovia at the gate of the Clinic, 

Charlie drove him all the way out of the city, towards the Champs Elysees Hot Spring. 

Mateo sat in the co-pilot with an excited expression on his face. 

Although he still didn’t know where Charlie was going to take him or what to do with him, 

He couldn’t help but feel happy and at ease in his heart. 

After all, he is now a master of Bright Realm, and this kind of excitement is like a motor that is always 

powered on, and naturally, it keeps spinning. 

From Charlie’s point of view, Mateo looks like a fairy, with a long beard and long hair, 

Tied in a Taoist bun, and wearing a Taoist gown. When he is serious, 

He really looks like a celestial master, but As he is now, he keeps grinning and laughing non-stop, the 

temperament of that teacher suddenly disappeared, 

Leaving only wretchedness. So, he said, “Master Hong, it’s best not to smile when you have no reason in 

the future. Your face looks very wretched when you smile.” 

“Really?” 

Charlie said lightly: “Look in the mirror yourself,” 

“Your mouth is almost grinning to the back of your ears.” 

Mateo quickly turned down the vanity mirror of the co-driver, 

Seeing that he really had a wretched smile on his face, 

And quickly put his smile subsided, and he said awkwardly: 

“I’m sorry, Master Wade, this subordinate lost his temper…” 

After finishing speaking, in order to ease the embarrassment, he quickly asked, 

“Master Wade, where are you taking your subordinate?” 

Charlie Said: “I will take you to the place where you will work next.” 

“Where do I work?” Mateo was startled, and subconsciously asked, 

“I wonder what jobs Master Wade has arranged for his subordinates?” 

Charlie said casually, “In the next period of time, you will be a teacher in Aurous Hill.” 

“I bought a venue, and I will get you a group of students in two days,” 



“And you will be responsible for helping me teach them martial arts.” 

“Ah? Teach martial arts?” It’s the secret of Taizhen not being passed on,” 

“The ancestors of Taizhen established a rule long ago,” 

“This mentality must not be spread outside, otherwise the sky will be struck by lightning!” 
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Charlie nodded: “Okay, just pass one to me to see. Let’s see if there will be lightning strikes.” 

“This…” Mateo said awkwardly: “Master Wade, this subordinate is not making excuses in front of you,” 

“But as a warrior, you naturally know that the most important thing for a warrior is the martial arts 

mentality.” 

“Most of the martial arts families and sects can’t come up with a complete mental method, but my 

Taizhen Dao is different.” 

“The martial arts mental method of my Taizhen Dao has never been lost for so many years! If I put this 

heart If the Dharma is spread out,” 

“And others pass this mentality to more people, then the advantage of my Taizhendao will disappear!” 

Charlie snorted and asked him: “Who told you that your Taizhendao’s martial arts mental method must 

be complete?” 

Mateo said seriously: “Master Wade, Taizhen Dao’s martial arts mental method was written down on 

the bamboo slips, and the bamboo slips were a product of the pre-Qin period.” 

“It was damaged, and the original version is still properly preserved in my Taizhen Dao cave so far, so it 

is naturally a complete mental method!” 

Charlie said disdainfully: “As far as I know, the truly complete martial arts mental method can at least 

allow people to cultivate to the darkest realm perfectly,” 

“And the higher-level martial arts mentality can even allow people to break through to the realm of 

transformation, or even the realm of masters.” 

“Your masters guard the complete mentality, and you have never been a master of the dark realm for so 

many years.” 

“Are you not embarrassed to tell me that your mentality is not complete?” 

Charlie didn’t just talk nonsense to Mateo. 

According to the records of “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures”, martial arts is actually the entry point 

for many people to practice spiritual energy.” 

“Many people have no talent to control spiritual energy, so they can only enter the Tao with martial arts 

first,” 



“And use the martial arts mentality to cultivate true energy, and at the same time get through The 

dantian and the meridian,” 

“After the strength breaks through the master realm, they will have the ability to transform true energy 

into spiritual energy. 

Moreover, it was also mentioned in the “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures” that in ancient China, 

there were as many martial artists as a cow’s hair, 

And there were many sects, just like the rivers and lakes in martial arts novels. 

Why martial arts novels like to snatch high-level martial arts is similar to the pursuit of high-level martial 

arts minds by practitioners back then. 

The exercises in martial arts novels can make a person an unparalleled master in the world. 

And high-level martial arts mentality can make people achieve extraordinary bodies. 

If a person cultivates a mental method and cannot reach the state of the Dark Realm, it may be that this 

person is not strong enough or talented enough. 

But if thousands of generations of people have practiced this mental method, and no one has reached 

the state of great perfection in the dark realm, 

Then it proves that this mind-breaking method is simply nonsense, either it is garbage among garbage, 

or it is simply a fragment. 

When Mateo saw Charlie questioning the master’s mentality that had been passed down for thousands 

of years, his face blushed immediately, and he said falteringly: 

“Impossible… Absolutely impossible… These are all mental methods that have been passed down for 

thousands of years.” 

“How could it not be true?” It’s complete… Besides, there are no masters in the transformation realm 

and the master realm…” 

Charlie said with a smile: “Since there are transformation realms and master realms, it proves that there 

must be someone who has reached this height.” 

“Why can’t people nowadays reach this level? Has it reached this height? Could it be that modern 

people eat well, dress well, and live a long time?” 

Mateo was speechless for a while. 

Charlie said again: “You might as well write down your Taizhen Dao’s martial arts mentality and show it 

to me.” 

“I will know if it is complete.” Mateo’s face was covered with blue, and he said depressedly: “Master 

Wade,” 

“If you want my Taizhen Dao mentality, as long as you say a word, this subordinate will write it down for 

you immediately, and you don’t have to fool your subordinates like a three-year-old child…” 



As he said that, he explained with a sincere face: “This subordinate is not reluctant to tell you this 

method,” 

“But mainly because I am worried that this method will be spread, and I will be speechless in the future 

to face the patriarch…” 

Charlie snorted: “You old boy, you keep saying that you are loyal to me, but you still miss the teacher in 

your heart. It’s really hypocritical!” 

Mateo waved his hands quickly: “Master Wade is wronged, Master Wade! The subordinates really serve 

you wholeheartedly.” 

“I dare not show a little negligence, the focus of subordinates, the sun and the moon can learn a 

lesson!” 

Charlie smiled contemptuously, and asked him: “Mateo, let me ask you, in your mind, which one is 

greater between me and your sect?” 

“This… …” Mateo smacked his lips, pursed his lips and scratched his head, and finally said with difficulty: 

“Master Wade, it’s not that I, Mateo, cheated. Swear, one is that you will never betray the teacher in 

this life, the other is that you must not pass on the secret of the untransmitted Taizhen Dao to 

outsiders,” 

“Even ordinary disciples in the school and the others are to find the next one for the teacher. The heir to 

the head, spare no effort to cultivate him, let him inherit the mantle of Taizhen Dao, but if he fails to do 

one thing, he will die!” 

Speaking of this, Mateo said with a face of pain: “But now the subordinate swear that only You are 

looking forward to it, and speaking from the bottom of your heart, the subordinates also feel very 

entangled now and don’t know what to do for a while.” 

Charlie said coldly: “Old slicker, I asked you to tell me which is bigger, you have been here with me for a 

long time. What’s your stance?” 

“This…” Mateo said bravely, “Master Wade, this subordinate thinks that you and the master should be 

of the same age! So, I would like to do my best for you, but don’t let the subordinate violate the oath I 

made to the master…” 

“Is that so.” Charlie nodded, “It seems that you are really loyal to the master, and I will let you choose 

between me and the master at this time. It’s really a bit difficult for you.” 

Mateo nodded again and again: “This subordinate thanks Master Wade for the understanding…” 

Charlie said with a smile: “According to you, I and your sect are the objects you swear allegiance to, but 

you swore allegiance to the sect first, and it stands to reason that the sect is your original match.” 

Mateo waved his hands quickly: “Master Wade, this subordinate doesn’t mean that…” 

Charlie parked the car on the side of the road at the foot of the mountain, looked at Mateo, and said 

seriously: “You don’t have to be nervous,” 



“I’ve always been the most reasonable person, since that’s the case, I think You’d better go back to the 

United States, go back and carry forward your school, and don’t let your masters and ancestors feel 

cold.” 

Mateo had his own thoughts, although he was grateful to Charlie, he was also willing to do it for Charlie 

Saddle before horseback, but with this teacher’s mentality, he is absolutely reluctant to show it. 

So, now hearing Charlie say these words with a serious expression, he was also thinking to himself: “In 

this case, then I might as well take advantage of the slope and go back to the United States to continue 

to be the head of my Taizhen Dao.” 

“How comfortable! What’s more, I am now in the Great Perfection of the Bright Realm, and I will break 

through and enter the Dark Realm in the future, just around the corner!” 

Although Mateo knew that Charlie had a panacea in his hand that could help him improve quickly, but 

he felt in his heart that the pill was extremely precious after all. If Charlie could give him one, he 

probably wouldn’t give him a second one. 

Put aside the opportunity to stay, he can’t accept it just by showing martial art. 

Thinking of this, he hurriedly followed Charlie’s words, cupped his hands respectfully, and said, “Thank 

you, Master Wade, for your generosity!” 

“Your kindness will last forever, and I dare not forget it!” 

Charlie shook his head with a smile, and said, “Don’t be so polite with me, after all, you and my grandma 

are considered good friends, so I can’t force you to do anything.” 

As he spoke, he patted his shoulder lightly, and some spiritual energy flowed in quietly, looking at Milo 

he said earnestly: “Milo after you go back,” 

“You must practice martial arts even harder. After all, you are so old, and you are only a mere five-star 

martial artist. To tell the truth, you really can’t do it!” 

 


